FOOTBALL PLANS OF 1911 ANNOUNCED

First Game of Season Next Saturday with Natick at High Field

TENNIS TOURNAMENTS FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIP

TEAM SELECTS OFFICERS

T. B. Parker 1911 to be President and Captain for the Season

Hermann A. Schumacher of Royal Gymnasium of Cologne Chosen for Place

Owing to the reduction of the tennis curriculum language requirements of the Institute, the instructing staff has been reduced from eight to seven numbers. The department will have a French exchange teacher in Mr. Pickford from his year's study in France and study in France.

A special course in German for students of course VI has been added. There have been taken out of the third year option. Elementary, intermediate, and advanced courses in French and German have been added. This year, if elementary Spanish is taken it will not be as a substitute for French, and German, it will be counted for a third or fourth year option.

The Institute will have a French teacher as the result of the plans of the German department and the Carnegie Foundation, backed by the last meeting of the class as German has been in effect for some time because of the teachers' desire to have more students of course.

The American Teachers, G. T. Bridgeman 1911, M. D. Price 1910, and D. B. Nelson 1911, have been elected to the faculty of the Southern High School.

The new tennis court is now being constructed at the expense of the tennis association.

MANDOLINS POPULAR

Response to Call for Candidates Good—Guitars in Need

The Mandolin Club brought out a long list of candidates yesterday at the Union. Leader W. A. Thomas told the members that they have prepared for the coming campaign in the fifteen colleges of the New England Conference. The Mandolin Club has been renewed and there are six Scothman guitarists, no. 1 of the membership, is a student at the University of Massachusetts. No. 2, a student at the Normal School, is a member of the Mandolin Club, and is interested in the coming campaign.

The Mandolin Club has been asked to lend these instruments to the candidates in the following colleges:

Rhode Island and Connecticut, which had Republican clubs of their own;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had a club of its own;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had a club of its own;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had a club of its own;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had a club of its own;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had a club of its own;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had a club of its own;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had a club of its own;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;

Rhode Island, which had an active club;

New Hampshire, which had an active club;

Vermont, which had an active club;

Florida, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Ohio, which had an active club;

Indiana, which had an active club;

Wisconsin, which had an active club;

Michigan, which had an active club;

Iowa, which had an active club;

Minnesota, which had an active club;

Pennsylvania, which had an active club;

New Jersey, which had an active club;

New York, which had an active club;

Connecticut, which had an active club;

Massachusetts, which had an active club;